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There are social progress and improved institution from double-entry 
bookkeeping that has undergone for five hundred years to complex financial 
instrument standards in these days. Upon a global economic era, how can we deal 
with our accounting standards? In this dissertation, the author sets up a model in order 
to express the rules of accounting standards change, which is learned from 
institutional change theory in New Institutional Economics, and applies it to explain 
the history of accounting standards. We finally hope these rules can help us arrange 
our accounting standards. 
The dissertation consists of five chapters: 
Chapter 1 introduces the definition of institution、the development of New 
Institutional Economics and the main thought of North、Ruttan and Yifu Lin. This 
section is the base for the following analysis. 
Chapter 2 firstly discusses the basic character of accounting standards, and then 
designs a model to express the rules of accounting standards change. Wise 
organization under path dependence seizes a chance in the right time and pushes the 
accounting standards change by studying and contending. Political organization’s 
support and adaptability determines the Institutional performance. 
Chapter 3 applies the model to deduct the accounting standards’ history. The 
environment of accounting standards 、the appearance of organizations answering for 
establishing standards、studying and contending is the three factors deducting from the 
model. With the help of this model we can understand why and how AICPA get the 
authorization in accounting standards arrangement in America. 
Chapter 4 probes into two relevant questions on accounting standards. The first 
one is that first accounting standard did not rise in England since he prohibited limited 
company and had no incentive in his institution. So it cannot bring an accounting 
organizations and even the behavior of studying and contending. The second is 













bring economic result, so it become political matters. The powerful countries and 
organizations contend the control of the arrangement of accounting standards 
according as their abilities in accounting profession and their economic competence. 
Like the accounting standards history in American, all kinds of groups seem to lobby 
in the world stage. 
In the end are conclusions. Our new standards substantially incline to 
international accounting standards，so it is important to arrange the institutional layout 
for the institutional transplant. 
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末至 20 世纪 30 年代，以凡勃伦、康芒斯和密契尔等为代表的制度学派（也称为
制度主义、旧制度学派（The Institutional School）；第二阶段，20 世纪 30-40
年代，从凡勃伦和康芒斯和加尔布雷斯之间的过渡阶段；第三阶段，20 世纪 50
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